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Abstract
Osteoblastoma is a rare (1% of all primary bone tumors), benign, locally aggressive bone-forming 
tumor, commonly observed in the second and third decades of life. There are no established 
pharmacological options for patients in whom resection is not feasible. Novel pathogenetic therapies 
are currently being investigated in primary osteolytic bone tumors. We report a case of locally 
advanced osteoblastoma of the C5-C6 vertebrae treated with denosumab. The tumor response was 
dramatic and consisted of rapid pain relief, increased cervical spine stability, and significant tumor 
calcification on CT scan. PET/CT showed a complete metabolic response. Our findings demonstrate 
the possible involvement of the RANKL-RANK axis in the pathogenesis of osteoblastoma. It 
has been hypothesized that RANKL inhibition disrupts the vicious cycle at the osteoblastoma 
microenvironment, leading to tumor ossification and demarcation. Emerging pathogenetic therapy 
of osteoblastomas can have a significant clinical impact in locally advanced and inoperable cases as 
neoadjuvant or definitive treatment. Additional experimental and clinical studies are required to 
confirm the viability of this concept.
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Introduction
Osteoblastoma is a rare (1% of all primary bone tumors), benign, locally aggressive bone-

forming tumor, commonly observed in the second and third decades of life [1]. Posterior elements 
of the spine and the long tubular bones are the most common sites of involvement.

Histologically, osteoblastomas are characterized by interanastomosing trabeculae of woven 
bone, set within loose edematous fibrovascular stroma [2]. A single layer of polygonal osteoblasts 
usually rims the bone trabeculae [3]. Osteoblastomas may show different levels of mineralization, 
from lace-lake osteoid to densely mineralized woven bone that shows multiple cement lines [2]. 
Osteoclast - like giant cells are scattered throughout the tumor.

The pathogenesis of osteoblastoma is not well understood. Recurrent rearrangements of FOS 
and its paralogue, FOSB, are thought to be responsible for the loss of the C-terminal end of the 
FOS protein, rendering it resistant to degradation, causing high expression within tumor cells [4-6]. 
Truncated FOS protein induces activation of the transcription factor complex AP-1, which drives 
tumor cells proliferation and aberrant bone remodeling.

In patients with advanced stages, spinal osteoblastomas can compromise the stability of axial 
skeleton, cause severe neurological dysfunction and may easily recur after surgery. Intralesional 
curettage or En-bloc resection remains the mainstay treatment. Adequate surgical margins are 
achieved in approximately half of operated patients with spine tumors [7]. Local control depends 
on the type of surgery and stage of the disease. The highest recurrence rate was reported after 
intralesional curettage (23% to 100%), whereas it was below 20% after En-bloc resection [1,8]. In 
Enneking stage III spinal osteoblastomas, the rate of local relapses after curettage ranged from 50% 
to 67% [9,10]. Locally advanced primary or recurrent lesions cannot always be controlled surgically 
due to increased morbidity, so new treatment options are needed in such cases.

Denosumab, a humanized specific monoclonal antibody for the Receptor Activator of Nuclear 
factor Kappa-B Ligand (RANKL), inhibits osteoclast-mediated bone destruction and is used in 
the treatment of osteoporosis and osteolytic bone tumors. Experience with RANKL inhibition in 
osteoblastoma is limited to a few case reports and case series. Off-label use of denosumab has been 
reported as definitive treatment in cases not amendable for surgery [11-13] or in the neoadjuvant 
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setting [14-15]. Here, we report the response of locally advanced C5-
C6 spine osteoblastoma with the goal to discuss the possible impact 
of RANKL inhibition on disease pathogenesis and to describe the 
clinical and imaging evolution following Denosumab therapy.

Case Presentation
An 18-year-old male presented with an approximately 4-years 

history of cervical pain. The pain intensified with neck movements 
and required occasional use of pain medications. His neurological 
examination did not reveal any significant symptoms of nerve roots 
or spinal cord compression, including varying degrees of sensory or 
motor impairment. Initial CT scans showed a destructive, osteolytic, 
expansile lesion involving the vertebral bodies and posterior 
elements of C5-C6 vertebrae (Figure 1). MRI imaging revealed a 
heterogeneously enhancing tumor with intermediate signal on both 
T1 and T2 sequences with a significant soft tissue component that 
was measured at 55 mm × 55 mm × 37 mm (Figure 2). Tumor growth 
within spinal canal, in the close proximity of spinal cord but without 
secondary myelopathy. On several sections, almost the entire left 
vertebral artery was surrounded by tumor.

An open biopsy performed in March 2023 yielded a diagnosis of an 
osteoblastoma. Histology showed typical features of an osteoblastoma 
with disorganized, partly mineralized osteoid and trabeculae of woven 
bone lined by plump epithelioid osteoblasts. There were numerous 
scattered osteoclasts on the surface of immature bone. There was no 
marked nuclear pleomorphism or mitotic activity.

Given the extent of the tumor, which involved two vertebral 
bodies, posterior elements and left vertebral artery with a large soft 
tissue component, adequate surgery was deemed to be too morbid. 
As the lesion contained osteoclasts and was largely lytic, a trial of 
Denosumab therapy was undertaken in an attempt to reduce and 
solidify the tumor mass. After obtaining the patient`s consent for 
the experimental use of Denosumab, we initiated the therapy in 
accordance with the published approach to Giant Cell Tumors of 
Bone (GCTB) described by Thomas et al. [16]. The patient started the 
treatment in a dose 120 mg subcutaneously every week for 4 weeks, 
and then monthly with oral vitamin D, and calcium supplementation. 
Seven doses of Denosumab were administered from June 2023 to 
September 2023 without significant adverse events. His pain control 
improved significantly and he was able to be completely off all pain 
medications within 3 months of starting Denosumab. The response 
also included dramatic tumor calcification on CT scans and increased 
cervical spine stability (Figure 3). In November 2023, two months 
after the last dose of Denosumab, PET/CT showed dense sclerosis 
throughout the previously lytic lesion along with normal FDG 
avidity, indicating a complete metabolic response. In addition to 

monitoring the patient every 3 months, maintenance antiresorptive 
therapy will be discussed in the near future. At the time of writing this 
report, surveillance imaging showed a stable clinical, neurologic and 
radiographic appearance.

Discussion
Treatment options for locally advanced or unresectable 

osteoblastomas of the axial skeleton are limited. The use of 
radiofrequency ablation, radiotherapy and chemotherapy is still 
controversial. Therefore, new treatment approaches are required for 
these patients. The pathogenetic treatment of osteoblastoma discussed 
here may have significant implications in various clinical situations. 
Denosumab therapy leads to the disappearance of osteoclast-like 
giant cells and the rapid conversion of a lytic tumor into a sclerotic 
tumor due to significant mineralization of woven bone trabeculae. 
Lesions arising in critical sites such as the spine or head and neck 
can pose surgical challenges, so neoadjuvant Denosumab may reduce 
the morbidity of surgical resection and improve functional outcome 
[14,15]. The same concept is now generally accepted in the treatment 
of GCTB [17].

The role of Denosumab as the only treatment in patients with 
osteoblastoma not amendable for surgery is unclear. To our best 
knowledge, only three case report studies describing this approach 
have been published [11-13]. Kooner et al. treated an 18-year-old 
man with osteoblastoma of the first metacarpal bone with six doses 
of Denosumab during 3 months [11]. Twenty-two months after drug 
discontinuation, the tumor regrowth was observed on CT and MRI. 
The same 3 months Denosumab regimen was applied as re-challenge 
treatment, which again resulted in extensive tumor ossification. After 
18 months of follow-up after the last dose of Denosumab, the patient 
has not progressed.

Wong et al reported a 20-year-old female with an aggressive 
osteoblastoma and secondary ABCs located in the sacrum [12]. At 
the time of writing their report, the patient has received 24 doses 
of Denosumab according to GCTB schedule. Surveillance imaging 
throughout her treatment showed a decrease in the number and 
size of the cystic components, and an overall plain radiographic 
appearance of mineralization along with decreased FDG avidity on 
PET scan, suggestive of a treatment response.

Yamaga et al. reported a case of unresectable osteoblastoma of the 
axis controlled with Denosumab in a 17-year-old Japanese woman 
[13].

Regarding our patient, it was assumed that the planned adequate 
surgery would be associated with a high risk of complications and 
local recurrence. A similar clinical situation was reported by Wu et 

Figure 1: Osteoblastoma of C5-C6 vertebrae. Non-contrast cervical CT scan in bone window before treatment.
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al. who treated a patient with osteoblastoma involving the C7 and 
Th1 vertebral bodies [18]. Surgical treatment consisted of anterior 
hemi–vertebrectomy, spinal decompression combined with titanium 
mesh, autograft fusion and titanium plate internal fixation from C6 to 
Th2. In that case, superficial infection and local recurrence occurred, 
requiring additional surgery and postoperative radiotherapy.

In our case, the initial treatment with Denosumab was aimed at 
improving the local situation. This resulted in rapid transformation 
of a locally destructive spinal tumor into an ossified, painless mass, 
restoring function and avoiding immediate and traumatic surgery. 
Pronounced ossification of the tumor, a complete metabolic response 
and planned maintenance therapy allow us to hope for a long 
progression-free period, which will delay surgery as much as possible, 
and may even avoid it.

The impressive responses to RANKL inhibition prompted 
us to revise the pathogenesis of osteoblastoma. It is known that 
chromosomal rearrangements in this tumor lead to the accumulation 
of truncated FOS protein in the nucleus [4]. Subsequent up-
regulation of the transcription factor complex AP-1 affects the 
promoter and enhancer regions of a number of genes that regulate a 
variety of biological processes, including proliferation, differentiation 
and secretory activity of immature osteoblasts [19,20]. An analogous 
mechanism was described in another osteolytic tumor, aneurismal 
bone cyst, where activation of the AP-1 complex occurred because of 
c-Jun protein stabilization [21].

Given the significant ossification of tumor after Denosumab 
in our patient, it can be assumed that RANKL-RANK axis is active 
in this lesion. To confirm this hypothesis, the following facts can 
be mentioned. First, osteoblastomas are composed primarily of 
immature and metabolically active bone-forming cells [3,22]. 
Compared to mature osteoblasts, these cells express higher levels of 
RANKL mRNA and protein, favoring osteoclastogenesis and bone 

resorption [23-25]. After osteoblast maturation, expression of RANKL 
protein decreases 5-fold [24]. Second, osteoclast-like multinucleated 
giant cells are invariably present in abundance because osteoblastoma 
undergoes continuous remodeling [2,3]. Third, treatment-induced 
elimination of giant cells from the Tumor Microenvironment (TME) 
is followed by a decrease in tumor cell proliferation and metabolic 
activity observed on PET-CT, both in our case and in other cases 
[12]. The abundant mineralization of previously formed woven 
bone may be due to the switch of mutated osteoblastoma cells to a 
more differentiated phenotype, shifting bone turnover toward re-
ossification.

Based on above-mentioned, we hypothesize that a vicious cycle 
is established at the TME level in osteoblastoma. Immature mutated 
cells support osteoclastogenesis and ongoing abnormal bone 
remodeling. It is still unclear whether this block of differentiation is 
due to intrinsic, extrinsic, or both mechanisms. In turn, osteoclast-
like multinucleated giant cells probably inhibit, through paracrine 
signals, the differentiation of mutated cells and maintain them in 
a proliferative state with RANKL secretion and, usually, impaired 
osteoid matrix mineralization. A similar oncogenic mechanism 
has been found in GCTB [26,27]. This anticipated vicious cycle 
in osteoblastoma need to be characterized experimentally. The 
significant imaging and pathological responses in GCTB together 
with the findings described here support the concept that similarities 
may exist in the pathogenesis and treatment approaches of these 
osteolytic lesions.

Some preliminary conclusions can be drawn from a very limited 
clinical experience with Denosumab in unresectable osteoblastomas. 
Although RANKL inhibition often eliminates the RANK-positive cell 
population, it has been suggested that neoplastic cells may survive 
and reactivate long after drug withdrawal [11]. Despite a presumable 
differentiation shift, neoplastic cells may maintain their metabolic 
activity after Denosumab treatment [15]. Unlike GCTB, where 

Figure 2: Osteoblastoma of the C5-C6 vertebrae. T2 MRI before treatment.

Figure 3: Osteoblastoma of C5-C6 vertebrae. Non-contrast cervical CT scan in bone window after 7 doses of Denosumab.
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multinucleated giant cells are responsible for increased FDG uptake 
[28], this role can also be attributed to mutated cells in osteoblastoma. 
Residual metabolic activity after Denosumab therapy can be 
visualized on PET-CT, even the tumor is ossified [15]. In our case, a 
complete metabolic response was observed, but it is unclear how long 
this response will last after drug discontinuation.

Thus, the tumor response to RANKL inhibition appears to be 
reversible, and lesion reactivation cannot be ruled out after Denosumab 
cessation, even after a prolonged progression-free interval. Therefore, 
for unresectable and clinically aggressive osteoblastomas, at least four 
scenarios should be considered: 1) reassessment of tumor resectability 
after initial Denosumab therapy; 2) long-term continuous use of 
Denosumab in order to maintain constant the TME parameters; 
3) drug holidays with close monitoring and early re-challenge with 
Denosumab in case of relapse; 4) attempts to suppress the viability or 
stimulate apoptosis of mutated neoplastic cells.

In the context of the further development of conservative 
approaches to the treatment of selected patients with osteoblastoma, 
several unanswered questions need to be addressed:

1) What transcriptional changes does denosumab induces in 
mutated osteoblastoma cells?

2) How long does the anticipated shift in tumor cells 
differentiation last after Denosumab withdrawal and what are 
the factors, which return them to a less differentiated, RANKL-
expressing, phenotype?

3) What are the current and future modalities to target the 
neoplastic cell population?

4) What is the optimal duration of Denosumab administration 
and how safe are drug holidays?

5) Which treatment approach is most appropriate in terms of 
toxicity, quality of life and costs?

Conclusion
Inhibition of RANKL-RANK axis in osteoblastoma is a 

pathogenetic treatment with expectedly strong but probably reversible 
clinical impact. Denosumab therapy may cause elimination of 
multinucleated giant cells and induce a significant tumor ossification. 
Preoperative treatment may contribute to the conversion of a locally 
aggressive tumor into a sclerotic, well-defined lesion with distinct 
margins, facilitating the function-sparring surgery. In unresectable 
osteoblastoma, the role and optimal sequencing of Denosumab as 
definitive therapy remains to be determined. Additional experimental 
and clinical studies are required to determine the role of pathogenetic 
interventions in the modern treatment paradigm of osteoblastoma.
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